January 25, 2021

Secretary-designate Xavier Becerra
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
200 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, DC 20201

Re: Request for Immediate Action to Rescind and Unwind Section 1115 Medicaid Work Requirements Demonstrations

Dear Secretary-designate Becerra:

The 116 undersigned organizations, which represent Medicaid advocates, patient groups, and provider organizations, are writing to request that you take immediate action to protect those who rely on Medicaid for their health insurance and who live in states with proposed or approved section 1115 work and community engagement requirements demonstration projects. These harmful and illegal requirements threaten health coverage for people with low incomes, especially those with chronic health conditions and people with disabilities, and would disproportionately harm Black people, especially Black women. Because the Supreme Court has agreed to hear the Trump Administration’s appeal of court decisions vacating approval of these requirements, it is imperative that the incoming Biden Administration immediately take action. 1

As you know, section 1115 demonstration approvals fall under the discretion of the Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS), and must promote the objectives of the Medicaid program. Under the Obama administration, requests to condition Medicaid eligibility on meeting mandatory work requirements were explicitly denied. 2 The Trump Administration, in a sharp departure, has promoted this policy. Following the State Medicaid Director letter (SMD) issued by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) on January 11, 2018, 19 states have submitted applications to impose mandatory work requirements on certain Medicaid populations as a condition of eligibility – 12 of which were approved. These approvals, and pending requests, create barriers to care and risk the coverage of millions of low-income beneficiaries. We urge you to take all of the following steps quickly to rescind and unwind Medicaid work requirements to prevent further and future harm to beneficiaries.

First, HHS should rescind the January 2018 SMD, “Opportunities to Promote Work and Community Engagement Among Medicaid Beneficiaries.” The SMD encourages states to pursue restrictions on Medicaid eligibility for low-income adults through section 1115 demonstrations. This

---

1 On December 4, 2020, the Supreme Court granted the Department of Justice (DOJ) and Arkansas’ petitions for cert. to reverse federal court decisions vacating work requirement approvals in AR and NH. The opening brief from the government is due January 19, 2020, with oral arguments scheduled on the March calendar.

guidance is counter to the principal objective of Medicaid, which is to provide health insurance to vulnerable populations, and should be rescinded immediately.

Second, we urge you to deny all pending proposals to impose punitive work requirements on adults with very low incomes. The states with pending work requirement proposals are Alabama, Idaho, Mississippi, Montana, Oklahoma, South Dakota, and Tennessee, and Arizona is seeking to renew its approved work requirement policy. As a result of litigation, federal courts have vacated the approval of work requirements in Arkansas, Michigan, and New Hampshire. HHS has not reissued an approval in these states and thus, the original demonstration requests remain pending with CMS.

Many of these pending proposals exclusively target very poor parents, who are mostly women and disproportionately people of color. For example, in Mississippi, 71 percent of the parents who would be at risk of losing health insurance are Black and 91 percent are mothers. Similarly, in Alabama 58 percent of parents affected are Black, while 85 percent are women. These numbers are particularly stark when compared to the percentage of the states' populations that are Black – 37 percent and 26.5 percent respectively. Swift action should be taken to ensure these proposals are rejected, especially in light of the ongoing pandemic, the economic recession, and ongoing and historic impacts of structural racism.

Finally, to avoid further coverage losses and continued barriers to care, it is imperative that you withdraw approvals for all states with approved work requirement policies (Arizona, Georgia, Indiana, Nebraska, Ohio, South Carolina, Utah, and Wisconsin). Under the approved terms and conditions of the demonstrations, the Secretary can withdraw section 1115 waiver and expenditure authorities at any time if the continuation of those authorities is “no longer in the public interest or promotes the objectives” of Medicaid.

Imposing work requirements in Arkansas resulted in more than 18,000 people – nearly 1 in 4 of those subject to the requirements – losing coverage in just a seven month period. Other states faced similar scenarios if work requirements had been allowed to continue. Data suggested approximately 17,000 people could lose coverage in just one month from New Hampshire’s work requirement before the policy had been put on hold, and nearly 80,000 beneficiaries in Michigan were at risk of having their coverage terminated if implementation had not been stopped by federal courts.

---

3 Kentucky’s work requirement approval was also vacated, but Governor Beshear withdrew the waiver in December 2019.
Moreover, Harvard researchers found that Arkansas’ work requirement policy not only increased uninsured rates, but also increased financial hardship and reduced access to care. 8

The loss of health coverage is inconsistent with the objectives of Medicaid, as federal courts have ruled. 9 Work and community engagement requirements have no place in the Medicaid program, and should be disallowed from continuing any longer.

The incoming administration needs to take immediate action to nullify this harmful work requirement policy. We urge you to act quickly to put an end to this policy – restoring Medicaid’s purpose and preserving and protecting health coverage for millions of persons.

If you need additional information, please contact Judith Solomon, Center on Budget and Policy Priorities (solomon@cbpp.org) or Joan Alker, Georgetown University Center for Children and Families (jca25@georgetown.edu).

Respectfully,
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